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Abstract
 
'Poetry has a dubious place in our educationalsystem today: administrators,
 
teachers,parents,and students praise it, especially inthe elementary years,yetit is used
 
less and less as students advance into the upper grades. In fact,in the secondary school,
 
poetryis often seen as nothing morethanadiversion-a creative break fromthe regular
 
curriculum. Students and teachers,under the pressure ofcollege entrance exams,
 
Advanced Placementtests,high school proficiency exams,and other standardized tests
 
find it increasingly difficult to find the time andjustification for reading,and especially the
 
writing,ofpoetry. •
 
However,cognitive scientists and educationaltheorists suggestthat poetry is not
 
secondaryto learning;it is primary. Because poetry is closely associated with metaphor,
 
which is used to make connections in all fields ofstudy,poetry is a versatile toolfor
 
learning. Poetrycan be usedto connect disciplines,as well as promote intellectualgrowth
 
through various levels ofabstraction and difficulty. Therefore,this writing,in additionto
 
promoting the use ofpoetry asaway to advance knowledge in students,will suggest and
 
explain how this can be done.
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Introduction
 
In the film IIPostino(ThePostman).Mario is a character who delivers mailto the
 
acclaimed poetPablo Neruda. Inone conversation about poetry he asksDonPablo
 
(Pablo Neruda's character)what a metaphor is. DonPablo says simply,"When you
 
talk ofsomething—comparing it to another." For anexample,he asks Mario what it
 
means when he says,"The sky weeps?" Mario answers that"It is raining." Mario,
 
understanding the concept,then asks whyasingle thing hassuch acomplicated name?
 
It is true that metaphor is verycommon to everyday conversation and
 
communication. It permeates science,sports,story telling,the arts. It is also very
 
important to poetry,as is suggested byII Postino. Merriam Webster's Encyclopedia
 
ofLiterature concurs,saying that metaphor is"commonon alllevels and in all kindsof
 
language,"and it"is thefundamentallanguage ofpoetry"(756). Not only is metaphor
 
mixed into our everyday language and basic to poetry,inthis paperI willargue that
 
metaphor is centralto thinking and learning as well. This being true,I will build acase
 
for the importance ofpoetry reading and writing in the classroom in general,and how
 
the creating ofmetaphorsin poetry will aid in the knowledge making ofstudents
 
specifically. I assert that not onlydoesthe reading and writing ofpoetry,in a broad
 
sense,develop an individual cognitively,butthat one will make gains in more thanone
 
discipline while doing so.
 
Chapter One
 
Poetry and Education
 
In the year by year,day by day,revision ofeducational paradigms,there are some
 
commonthemesthat are being affirmed by many voices today.For one,people don't
 
havejust one intelligence,but many. Also,studentsleam in different ways.Third,the
 
best learning engagesthe emotions as well as the intellect. Fourth,learning is an active
 
rather than a passive activity.Fifth,students need to be able to think creatively and
 
critically,and schools aren't doing enough to promote this. And sixth,words,
 
language,reading,writing,speaking~ allformsofdiscourse— are centralto the
 
.making ofmeaning in an individual.. In,short,in our modem age when politicians and ,
 
educational leaderscryofthe need for technology,let me qualify this: Our students
 
need,and our culture needs,as much or perhaps more than any computer,or the
 
internet,the toolsofliteracy: discourse(with other humans!);active learning;word
 
play;reflection;and fresh waysoflearning,thinking,and seeing that involve more than
 
one type ofmtel%encemd learning style. Furthermore,Isuggestthatapartofsucha
 
program should,can,and would involve poetry,and that poetry is very much
 
neglected and misunderstood by our educationalsystem and its practitioners.
 
An example ofhow poetry is misunderstood in education today isfound in this
 
femiliar story:A colleague,returning froman Advanced Placement conference,told
 
me that the presenter didn't believe in having students write poetry because she had
 
too much to do,too muchto cover. This AP presenter,seemsto embrace an attitude
 
  
 
tbat Jos^h Tsujumoto,authorofTeaching Poetry Writing,assignsto some ofthe
 
administratGrs he has observed: ' : ' ■ 
■ ■' At the first extreme, poetiy (like art,in general) is shoved,into the 
T	 'creativity comer'by imny.adnHiiistrators whopretendtocharapionits , ­
importallce at awards assembMes-and parent-teachermeetings. ■ Ingeneral, 
it is deemed(again-like the other arts) a divine gift given to the few, an ­
■idiosyncratic endeavor, or a frivolous .waste of time. (25) 
Likewise, inkeeping,with these administrators aad.this AP presenter, it is 
.conmoninMgh school'andedllege to readpoetry,;but not to write.it. ' .T.make the 
former statement based on experience and observation, a;statement that-is 
corroborated by-poet AileenFisher when she says, "It is.sad to say that notmany of .-^ ■ 
the teachers alx)ve the third grade say they use poetry inthe classroom" (qtd. in 
Copeland28). : -: : : 
■ Admittedly, -any teacher who has ever-attempted some "creative" assignment with 
Msfrr her .students:kn.ows where this attitude might come from: not every drawing,; .. ­
■ poem, story,or sculpture turns out to hehriUiant. In fact, quitedhe opposite is-the ■ ' . 
natiffal order.of things. Teachers may feel like they cant control what isMppening 
nor affect the quality ofthe efforts since the students do them themselves. Moreover, 
other problems and questions, arise: creativity and active learning create more chaos, 
■	 less order, and lo-uder classrooms; and, if youhave students write poetry,. as with any 
creative,activity, how do youknow whether any high order thinking;is really going to 
take ■ place?-TIow do you teach a creative assigrment? Just -as bad how do-1,: 
evaluate "creative" work? Iknow from experience that students left on theirownto
 
create a group project can return with something that wasfun for them,but does not
 
satisfy my desire to havethemthink in significant ways. Thesame can betrue of
 
poetry writing. Students will return with pages ofbad,cliche rhymed verse,ifyou let
 
them,and you mayfeel like no one has learned anything at all.
 
Yet,there is the ongoing conversation that clams,despite these many problems,
 
thatthe following truism stated by Virginia O'Keefe in Speaking to think. Thinking to
 
Speak is notthe most desirable situation: "Schools have been designed to meetthe
 
needsofa certain classoflearners-those for whom passivity is an acceptable wayof
 
learning. Quiet classrooms with docile students,dominated bythe teacher's voice are
 
still perceived as'good'classrooms" (1). Moreover,while we asteachers might value
 
order and the sound ofour own voices and ideas,students,ofcourse,see things
 
differently. William Glasser reports that after talking to many high school studentsin
 
depth that the students"see quality in athletics, music,and drama...Almost none find'
 
anything ofhigh qualityin regular classes"(qtd.in Kirby 36). The explanationfor this
 
seems apparent:we have all seen young people comeup to us as adults with poems,
 
drawings,art projects,group skits,and other worksthat we weren'tthat impressed
 
with,yet the students obviously valued these things. People value whatthey have
 
developed themselves;they value their own accomplishments. Moreover,where there
 
is value to an individual,there is potentialfor learning. Virginia O'Keefe in Speaking
 
to Think:Thinking to Speak saysthatcognitive researchshowsthat memingfiil
 
knowledge must be generative. Or more explicitly:
 
Working withknowledge demands moretlmn recalofinformation;it
 
requires building knowledge struetiires. Cognitive:scietitists today share
 
with Piageticiansa constructivist view oflearning,asserting that people
 
are notjust recordersofinformation but builders ofknowledge structure.
 
When we know something,it is notjustinformation we have received.
 
We must interpret the information and relate it to what we already know.
 
Ifthat is true,we cannotinoculate students with knowledge. (6)
 
So people learn by building knowledge inside ofthemselves-by taking innew
 
[iiiforrnation and buMmgon what we'ate havefIt'must nptjTOt be:receiyed.--it
 
must passthrough us and our thiiiking and experience.. ToMoyinthe saihe way . ;•
 
claimsthat you can't teach the meaning ofwordsto students. Studentslearn the
 
meaning ofa word whenthey feetthe need.to:use-the word. Then,once they have
 
■used it, the word and concept become theirs (qtd. inVygotsky 150). 
ChapterTwo
 
The Relationship between Poetry and Metaphor
 
That being the case,what is the link betweenlearning and poetry? Whatis poetry
 
-that is,the essence ofpoetry? How do people learn? How might poetry affect
 
cognitive growth? Lilian Moore,quoted in Sneaking ofPoets,saysthis about what
 
poetry is:
 
The language ofyoung children often hasthe expressiveness and
 
directness ofpoetry. Young children often think as poets do~in
 
metaphor,one ofthe building blocksofpoetry,afresh and vivid wayof
 
looking atthe world. It's Shakespeare saying,'Juliet is the sun.' It's
 
Picasso changing modem sculpture through metaphor:taking a bicycle
 
saddle and handlebars and creating the head ofa bull (qtd.in Copeland
 
10)
 
Moore's statement suggests a couple ofadvantages to poetry asa learning tool: one,it
 
is a natural,organic activity used by children;and,two,it has applicationsto other
 
areasofknowledge besides language arts.'She refersto Picasso's metaphorical
 
thinking,but metaphor is verycommonin the sciences as well where it is used to
 
explain ideas. For instance,ina science class you might hear aboutthe"spiral
 
staircase"or about"building blocks." Darwin explained evolution asa"race for
 
survival." In the field ofpsychology,Freud talks abouta willfiil rider upon a horse "to
 
convey the relationship between the ego and the id"(Gardner96). It is not surprising
 
that poetscome from all fieldsofstudy,then,and alltypes ofvocation and activity.
 
JoiinDosPasses wasa medicaldoctor,for instance. WaEace Stevens wasan
 
executive with-an insurance company. Poetry is a language ofdiscovery and freshness
 
that relatesto all fieldsofknowledge. Karla Kuskin makesacommon statement
 
about poetry when she says: "As human beings we spend alot oftime trying to figure
 
out whatinthe world is going on around us.Itry to capture this curiosityin my
 
poems"(qtd.in Copeland 35). Likewise,Richard Shiffin"Art and Life:A Metaphoric
 
Relationship," says:
 
Excluding the possibility ofthe creation ofentirely new worlds and the
 
resultant transformationofaU personal identities,acts ofgenius or
 
dramatic breakthroughsin fields ofstudy can affect our present world
 
order only ifthey arejoined by meansofa powerfulmetaphor. Indeed
 
establishing the metaphoric bridge may be considered the act ofgenius,
 
and the entry into new areasofknowledge is its consequence. (108)
 
Shiffscommentthat metaphor is essentialfor"genius" gives metaphor a magical
 
quality aflSrmed in even more effluentterms by poet.Jimmy Santiago Bacain Speaking
 
ofPoets:
 
Language isthe most powerful gift givento us. Ifyou have a strain of
 
madnessin you,in a very sublime and benevolent way,asI think I do,I
 
thoroughly and blindly believe that simile and metaphor can pierce steel. I
 
really believe that. I believe thatthe energythat goes into a metaphor or
 
simile coagulates from allcosmic debris. I believe that when all ofthis is
 
concentrated,it is more powerfulthan steel. Itis an extraordinary power
 
givento usbythe gods.... simile and metaphor help uscommunicate in a
 
■ mysterious and magical way. (qtd.in Copeland44) 
Though Bacaspeaks more lyrically than Shifif,the idea isthe same:that metaphor,one 
ofthe mostimportantfoundationsin poetry,isapowerM mid effective toolfor 
achieving knowledge. 
Merriam Webster says that metaphor is a figure ofspeech that"suggestsa
 
likeness or analogy betweentwo subjects." Metaphor in a generalsense takes many
 
forms,fromthe implied comparison ofthe"the ship plowsthe sea,"to the explicit
 
comparison ofa simile,"a brow as white as marble,"or an explicit metaphor,"She is
 
a red, red, rose." However,the root wordsofthe term metaphor suggest more than
 
justaconnection between different objects.The word metaphor isa derivative ofthe
 
Greek"metapherein,"and means"to transfer,change,"from"meta"which means
 
"after and beyond"and"pherin" which means"to carry"(Merriam Webster 756).
 
These terms suggest movement,transcendence,metamorphosis,creation. In
 
constructinga metaphor one.makesa"qualitativeleap fromareasonable,.perhaps,
 
prosaic comparison to anidentification or fusion oftwo objects to make anew entity
 
partaking ofthe characteristics ofboth"(Merriam Webster 756).It is worth noting
 
that in constructing a metaphor,according to this statement,one leaves the
 
"reasonable"and"prosaic"behind,to formsome kind of"fusion." Once again,
 
metaphors are made to sound profound and even magical.
 
As Webster's usesthe word analogyto define metaphor,it is done in the general
 
sense ofthe word. That is, metaphor can be a very specific termthat is used to
 
 distinguish the figure ofspeech from,say,a simile,but in a generalsense a metaphor is
 
used to express any number ofdifferent kinds ofconnections,similarities between
 
dissimilars. For instance,it also can take theform ofpersonification,in which human
 
characteristics are passed onto objects asin "the wind screamed." Metaphorscm
 
also be extended;that is,onceacomparison is made betweentwo different things,this
 
relationship can be further developed inthe poem or prose by using other imagery that
 
suggeststhe same relationship(Anexample is provided later inthe paper). In simple
 
terms,a metaphor,in the most general sense,can take manyforms. WhileI will
 
discuss poetry generally in this writing,I willfocus muchofthis discussion primarily
 
on poetry that makes use ofmetaphor—thatelement ofpoetry that scientists find so
 
■	 usefuland poets find magical. Along with metaphor,I willlook at poetry that makes 
bridges ofany kind: betweenthe intellect and the affect;the personaland social;the 
mathematicaland musicaland linguistic; between the unconscious and the conscious. 
In other words,I will use poetry as a bridge to build knowledge,connect disciplines, 
combine different intelligences. 
Chapter Three
 
Poetry,Metaphor,and Cognition
 
Not all poetry,perhaps,hasequalcognitive value. James Moffett,for instance,in
 
Teaching the Universe ofDiscourse,in discussing the range ofabstraction and the
 
mediumsthat lead into different levels ofthought,suchasfiction,drama,etc.,says
 
that poetry "plays the whole scale"ofabstraction, both high and low(46).So,certain
 
kindsofpoetry,one would expect,would yield more cognitive results than others.So,
 
how doesthe mind work,and what kind ofpoetry writing willlend itselfto cognitive
 
results?
 
Asto howthe mind works,Piaget sees the developmentofthoughtas"a story of
 
the gradual socialization ofdeeply intimate,personal,autistic mentalstates"(qtd.in
 
Vygotsky 34). In other words,Piaget seesthat ideas start within the individual and
 
exist in inexpressible forms. Asthe individual matures,he is able to shape his thinking
 
so that his thoughtscan be conveyed to others. Lev Vygotsky agrees,although he
 
seesthe progression happening in inverse order(34). That is, Vygotsky seesthe
 
individual starting socially,with imitation,and then moving inward into the more
 
personal,deep,and complex thinking. In anycase,the relationship between varied
 
personalthought processes such as dreaming and reflection,and an audience,is
 
certainly the domain ofpoetry. Thatis,the poet may deal with poetryon assomething
 
he or she does personallyforjust him or herself. At the same time,there may be an
 
effort onthe part ofthe poet at some stage,or perhaps a growing awareness,that the
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poetry may be meantfor sharing with others. This,ofcourse,can grow in scopefrom
 
sharing with a close friend to sharing with an audience ofstrangers and publishing.
 
To summarize one ofVygotsky'stheories,conceptualthought,orthe thought
 
processes wethink ofasthe high order thinking in Bloom'staxonomy,starts with what
 
he calls"unorganized congeries"(110).These are"heaps"ofmaterialin which the
 
thinker is discerning some sortofrelationship. This is followed by what he calls
 
"complexes." He says: 'The principalfunctionofcomplexesisto establish bonds and
 
relations. Complex thinking beginsthe unification ofscattered impression;by
 
organizing discrete elementsofexperience in to groups,it createsa basisfor later
 
generalizations" (135). In other words,complexes are the associative mind at work.
 
The mind seeks to find relationships and differences,and groupsthingstogether. As
 
one movesawayfrom the less defined"congeries," and through more advanced
 
"complexes,"the relationships betweenthe items that are grouped become more
 
explicit and refined. Thinking in complexes,in associations,is the foundation of
 
linguistic development,and astudy oflanguage history showsthat it evolvesthrough
 
complexes —that is,through non-conceptualassociations. For instance,the Russian
 
language hasatermthat meansboth day and night,and theterm "sutki," originally
 
meantseam,as with cloth,then stood for anyjuncture,then metaphorically it came to
 
mean twilight,and later the time fromone twilight to the next,"the 24hour Sutkiof
 
the present"(Vygotsky 130-31). In looking at how language has evolved in
 
complexes,one can see associations that are not necessarily conceptual. Twilight and
 
atwenty-four hour period from twilight to twilight are related,but yetthere is an
 
important semantic difference. They are related to time,however;one asa point in
 
time in atwenty-four hour cycle,and the other asthe time period betweentwo
 
twilights. The meanings are completely different, butthe term is the same because
 
they are related generally to time and time changes.
 
Genuine conceptformation,onthe other hand,requires one to abstract and to
 
"single out elements." It involves synthesis and analyses(Vygotsky 135). It involves
 
being able to use somethingto think independentofits originalcontextor purpose. In
 
short,symbolization is needed to think abstractly-to conceptualize. That is,when one
 
becomesawareofthe word "sutki,"as referred to above,asa metaphor,then,you
 
may use the world symbolically and move it in and outofvarious contexts. Vygotsky
 
saysthat language,asa symbolic system,is a key ingredient in the developmentof
 
conceptualthinking; "..learning to direct one's own mental process with the aid of
 
wordsor signs is an integral partofthe processofconceptformation"(108). Ach
 
saysthat concept formation is an"aim-directed process,a series ofoperations that
 
serve as stepstoward a final goal. Memorizing words and connecting them with
 
objects does not in itselflead to conceptformation;for the process to begin,a problem
 
must arise thatcannot be solved otherwise thanthrough the formation ofnew
 
concepts"(qtd.in Vygotsky 100). It is worth pausing to reflect onthe ideathat
 
conceptualization,beyond mere association,involves a problem. That is why
 
educators believe that students need to do more than memorize theories in
 
• matiiematics;theyneed to solve problems,perhaps doing.the dreaded"word
 
problems," hated by students because they make you think and apply knowledge.(Or
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
better yet,have them solve aproblem that is real,in frontofthem!)Atthe sametime,
 
it would standto reason that the act ofwriting'poetry involyessome ofthe same kinds
 
ofproblem solving. . For instance,working with meter and rhpne schemesinvolvesa
 
■ 	 sort ofproblem:whenrhyming one must-find a match lx)th,in sound and meaniti.g at 
the:right:point in the lines; meterinvolvesfmding.wordsthat work both semanticafly 
■and in'terms,of syllabic stress andrhythm. ' Likewise, creating an octave that follows , ; 
and completes a'sestet iti a sonnet another, as well^bringing apoemto a satisftdng , 
conclusion or ending. An^ example ofapoem that is,Ithink, bothassociative as well 
: 	 as conceptual, is apoemIwrote about a situation createdby a friend's suicide. ■ The ^ 
poem entitled "Julie's Suicide," reads as follows: ■ 
^ ■ ^ 
■ ■ 
■ ■ watching silhouettes ofher parent's heads, 
- - . V ^'LwaM towmch■Julie: ' / 
■ ■ ■ -play teimis,'she cries ; : 
, . . ' ■ Vfrom the back seatv.. ;  
■ . ' :The hea(ffights foltow the road, / ' 
V ■ /. andher baby br 
• To her, death is a.color, ■ ■ 
andMommyandDaddy-^, 
' . -toofcimo hseyes^'aiMiaayiMthiogi , ■ v ­
13 
while LucaskicksMsfoot
 
and watchesthe lights
 
throughthe window.
 
(Pacific Review 46)
 
IntMspoemthere is an associative construct,that is,I merelysaw arelationship
 
betweenthe waythe children and the adults perceive this situation. However,upon
 
reflection onthe poem,I understood that there were three distinct waysin wMch
 
Julie's death was being perceived:the youngest,is mostly oblivious to the situation,
 
but no doubthasan affective response;Hannah understandssome ofthe ramifications
 
ofwhat happened -that she will no longer getto see Julie anymore;and the parents,
 
though notfiilly comprehending the situation themselves,understand the death in
 
many waysthatthey could never convey to their children,especially when dealing with
 
knowledge such as Julie's recently diagnosed manic depression. TMsis what enabled
 
meto feelI had broughtthe poemto some sort ofsatisfactory conclusion. In other
 
words,I started writing the poemthroi^h association,but finished the poem,in my
 
mindjthrough reflection-through realizing a concept or idea.
 
Regardingforther the question ofhowthe mind works,one generalanswer is that
 
people learn when they are involved. This,Ithink,is illustrated by mypoem about
 
Julie. AsVirginia O'Keefe says,"In order to learn,students have to think through
 
problemsthemselves. They have to create examples,question whatthey are told,and
 
examine new data in relation to old Cognitive researchshowsthat meaningful
 
knowledge must be generative"(6).In other words,knowledge making comesfrom
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within alearner,asshe processes whatinformation or stimulus hascomeinfrom
 
outside. Relating this more specifically to poetry and metaphor in learning,Elizabeth
 
Ashton states,"An essentialfeature ofmetaphor isthat it demandsthe interpreter
 
becomes actively involved in searching for meaning"(358). And Moffett,in Detecting
 
Growthin Tnngiiage repeats this idea when he says about metaphor,"The receivers
 
have to fill in some ofthe meaning from their ownimaginations,because metaphors
 
work implicitly"(26).
 
Both ofthese quotations talk aboutthe engagementonthe part ofsomeone
 
readingthe metaphor. Onthe other side,that ofthe writer,Peter Elbow explainstwo
 
typesofthinking that take place when referring to the writing process in a general
 
sense.He refersto "first-order" thinking as"intuitive" and "creative." It doesn't
 
require "conscious direction" or "control." According to Elbow,first order thinking is
 
a used in discovery,to"get hunches,"or"see gestalts"(Embracing 55). Inthistype of
 
thinking artists such as writers and poets try to be as uninhibited as possible,and let
 
the processlead to associations and insightsthey had not beenable to see before,as
 
often happens,say,whena poet is struck by an unusual metaphor. Looking back on
 
Vygotsky,it seemsreasonable that manyofthese associations are nothing morethan
 
complexes,until one reflects onthem and discovers their meaning,asI did in my poem
 
"Julie's Suicide." A student poem that was written perhaps entirely with first order
 
thinking is apoem called "What'sNext"by an ex- student ofmine named Matt Hardy.
 
It struck measapoem witha great dealofenergy,andI liked it immediately. We ,
 
entered it in the district Writing Celebration,and Mattemerged asone ofthe winners.
 
Yet,whenIasked Mattaboutthe meaning ofthe poem he seemed as muchofan
 
outsider to it asI was. I thought he was referring to The AdventuresofHuckleberry
 
Finn inthe poem,as wehad read the novel earlier inthe year.I wanted to ask him
 
aboutthetheme ofthe individual versus society and alienation,about the romanticism'
 
Ifound inthe poem,and about his challenge to tradition.I had,Ithought,anumber of
 
■ insights into his work,but Mattjust shrugged and said he didntknow whyhe wrote it. 
Perhaps he didn'tknow how to talk about his poetry,or maybe he stayed within a 
purely intuitive domain. This is the poem: 
We all metup on
 
this water logged spot.
 
Wefloated ondown
 
life's dwindling
 
path. Met up with
 
others,played
 
and laughed.
 
LOVE
 
HATE
 
LOVE...
 
Listento music and
 
dance. Choose your
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side today.
 
Don't be like your
 
parents you might
 
say.
 
Puff
 
Puff
 
Puff
 
Inhale the world.
 
The repentant man
 
started to laugh
 
as others shot him
 
in the back.
 
Round about in a
 
■ circle it occurs 
like theEARTH. 
RUN
 
STOP
 
RUN
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^ ' Ok)(>;;.01lOO.,.Ohoo... ■ 
01ioQ...Ohoo...vOhoo... ■ ■■ 
: ■ ■■■ 'Look wliat you did. 
■; OhIremember that;. 
-occasion. . 
■ '/:Danmthat:manmd. ■ 
■ ' Ms whole:relgion. 
■ .. . Wto'snext? , 
Whetfiei or not youlike'Mattes:poem, aninstructor may feel dissatisfied;withMatt's , 
kck ofaw^epess,regardmg his Inorder for peater growth 
' iateiectdally.Matt:could be encouragedto tMnk aboufMs poem throug activities • 
that:would give him'.a greater understanding of what'he has wpitten^. andhelp hinn to ; 
talk about Ms. work. :One example of such an activity wouldbe to later have Matt 
write a poembased on this one, or part ofone, and then explain how the>two are , 
.related.;' f.V,;."';.. 
' Secondorder thinking, on' theother hand, is the "conscious,:dttected, controlled" 
thinkingftet is commonly thought,of as critical thinking, accordhigto'Elbow.­
- "Second order.thinkingis committed to .accuracy and strives for .-logic and-control" : 
(Embracing 55V Manyresearchers and theorists see whatElbow describes assecond
 
order thinking as an important domainfor intellectual growth and maturity. Vygotsky
 
says thatPiaget,for one,"demonstrated that the schoolchild's concepts are marked
 
primarily by his lack ofconscious awarenessofrelations,though he handles relations
 
correctly in aspontaneous,unreflective way"(Vygotsky 162). Vygotsky goeson to
 
refer to whathe calls "Claparede's law":
 
To become conscious ofa mentaloperation meansto transfer it fromthe
 
plane ofaction to that oflanguage,i.e.,to recreate it inthe imagination so
 
that it can be expressed in words.This change is neither quick nor smooth.
 
The law states that mastering an operation onthe higher plane ofverbal
 
thought presents the same difficulties asthe earlier mastering of that
 
operation on plane ofaction. This accoimtsfor the slow progress. (164)
 
It is apparentfrom Vygotsky and Piagetthat consciousthoughtcomeslater
 
developmentally,and that it requires much difficulty to achieve it. Moffett,in
 
Teaching the Universe ofDiscourse repeats this idea by seeing consciousthought as
 
animportant part ofcognitive development. He saysthat"...even very small children
 
make rather high-level inferences," but"....increased consciousnessofabstracting has
 
as muchto do with developmentalgrowth as has progression up the abstraction
 
ladder. I believe that growth along one dimensionfosters growth along the other"
 
(23-24). Regarding the first quotation aboutthe ability ofchildren to make inferences,
 
it would certainly be possible for a studentto write a poem,even a very good one,
 
without an awareness ofwhatshe is doing,asI attempted to demonstrate with Matt
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Hardy's poem. AscMdren's poet Mary Ann Hoberman says,"None ofthe workI do
 
inthe schools ever comes consciously to me whenI write the poems;it is only whenI
 
am actually there thatIsee how to sharethem withthe children(qtd.in Copeland 55).
 
Furthermore,it would follow,then,that ateacher wishing to engage his/her students,
 
such as MattHardy,in intellectual growth as defined by Moflfett,or in whatElbow
 
calls second order thinking,or conscious thought,would wantto involve studentsin
 
activities after the initial writing ofpoetrythat would encourage metacognitive
 
activity. This happens with MaryAnn Hoberman asshe bringsthe poemsto the
 
schools and sharesthem and beginsto seethem in new ways.I will elaborate on this
 
later in the paper,but with students,other activities that would encourage
 
metacogrdtion besides oralreadingsinclude revision,peer editing,and the use ofa
 
portfolio,which requires reflection bythe students ontheir work.
 
PeterElbow,however,doesn't value one type ofthinking above the other. He
 
says, ^
 
"We are inthe habit—inthe academic culture anyway—ofassuming that thinking is not
 
thinking unless it is wholly logical or critically aware ofitselfat every step...."
 
However,he says,that using prewriting to encourage first order thinking leads to
 
"insights" whichare "usually shrewder thanthe person's long-held convictions." He
 
seesthem astwo opposite formsofthinking to be used againsteach other,and in
 
harmony with one another. Yet,he too values consciousthinking highly: "...we must
 
not trustthe fiuits ofintuitive and experiential first order thinking unless we have
 
carefully assessed them with second order criticalthinking"(Embracing 56-57).
 
Moffett,perhaps,overlapsElbow whenhe talks aboutthe left and right brains.
 
He sees each side ofthe brain as important in completing opposite but cooperative
 
function with the other half. He dividesthem up asfollows:
 
Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere
 
Intellectual Intuitive
 
Analytic Synthetic
 
Linear Holistic
 
Verbal Nonverbal
 
Sequential Simultaneous
 
Temporal Spatial
 
Digital Analogical
 
Explicit Implicit
 
Literal Metaphoric
 
(Pet.Gr.29)
 
Hesays: "Compare literal meaning to melody,in whichone note atatime is struck
 
sequentially,and figurative meaning to chords,in which several related notes are
 
struck simultaneously"(Pet.Gr.27). Just as chords are needed in music,so are
 
individual notes. In popular music,for instance,rhythm guitar is needed to back up a
 
lead guitar. In poetry,ifthe poet is using metaphor,it will stimulate thinking onthe
 
right side ofthe brain, while the need to use detail will stimulate the left. Moffett
 
elaborates bysaying that: "...intuition synthesizes experiencesinto metaphorical
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complexes and feedsthem in explicit sequences. It's as ifthe analogicalhalf,
 
specializing in classification, makesup the collections or categoriesofexperience,
 
while the digital half, specializing in seriation,namesand chainsthese categories"(Pet.
 
Growth 28).
 
Poetry is an excellent activity for encouraging this kind oftrade offbetween the
 
left and right brain,because poets mustchoose literal,concrete detail, while dealing
 
with more generalideas and concepts. An example ofthis isfound in this short poem
 
byHebrew poet Yehuda Amichai called "Song":
 
When a man is abandoned by
 
his love,anemptyround space
 
expandsinside him like a cave
 
for wonderfulstalagmites,slowly.
 
Like the empty space
 
in history,kept openfor
 
Meaning and Purpose and tears.(47)
 
The poet gives specific detailand images,which involves left brain thinking, yet
 
develops the metaphor ofa caveto represent the emotional life ofa manfor whom
 
loss leadsto inner activity and growth. For students to participate in thistype of
 
thinking then,that involves both left and right brain activity and interchange,then an
 
instructor needsto develop assignments that encourage both exchanges betweenboth
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halvesofthe brain,ofwhichI hope to demonstrate later inthe paper. Moffett in
 
nftterfimp Growth in T.anguage emphasizesthe value ofwhole brain activities like
 
poetry for human development when he says:
 
An overemphasis ofthe verbal/ analytic halfofthe brain in ourown
 
culture is endangering the culture,because it drives outthe integrative,
 
analogicalthinking desperately needed to coordinate action within the
 
.	vast intricacies ofbothindividualaid international life in this eraof
 
modemtechnology.Balance is the key,and the grand paradox is that
 
people reason and visualize better ifthey stop sometimesinfevorof
 
intuition and metaphor. (68)
 
Moffett's assertion that our institutionalemphasisonthe left brain endangers not only
 
the balance ofthe individual,but also society as a whole could relate to such diverse
 
areas as business and medicine where vision and the ability to integrate many pieces
 
into a whole are important. The developmentofthe right,intuitive brain is essential
 
in order for individualsto have this power.
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Chapter Four
 
Poetry,Metaphor,and the Multiple Intelligences
 
Another advantage ofpoetry is that it has the capacity tojoin one's emotions with
 
one's intellect. AsLev Vygotsky says aboutthe intellect and the affect: A major
 
weaknessin traditional psychologyisthat these are separated(10). And DanKirby
 
and CarolKuykendall say in Mind Matters:Teaching for Thinking: "Weknow from
 
our ownexperience that thinking flourishes in anenvironment where thinkers are free
 
to voice convictions and beliefs and feelings. Our primary assumption about thinking
 
is thatthinking and feeling are one" (14).
 
They also refer to Oliver Sacks,who warns against any view ofthinking which
 
"eschewsthejudgmental,the particular,the personal,and becomesentirely abstract
 
and computational"(qtd.in Kirby 14). Poetry,with its close ties to music,is of
 
course,affective and personaloftentimes. A poemthat illustrates the affective appeal
 
ofpoetry is"Chuparosa"by Juan Delgado:
 
Thefeeder is red with sugared water. ■ 
A hummingbird's wings bum.
 
Behind a window with bars
 
A man lies face downona cot;
 
Hischest beats outa dream
 
While the hummingbird hovers.
 
The dreamer sips at what
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His eyes offer him:the U.S.border.
 
Poking his face through
 
Anopening inthe chain-link fence,
 
He checksifit's safe to cross.
 
The possibility ofwork is his nectar.
 
■■ He-dashes mtO'a ravine ■ ■ •
 
And likes flat onthe ground;
 
He has made it past the patrols.
 
Hisdream is the hummingbird's flight.
 
Hiseyes scan the night.
 
Ifhe is not spotted,he willjoin the rest,
 
But the desert is a sweeping net. (7)
 
Boththe intellectual as wellasthe affective would enrich areading ofDelgado's
 
poem. It would be helpful,for instance,to know that the chuparosa is both a
 
hummingbird and a red flower that hummingbirds like thatcan be found in the
 
desert—Palm Canyon at Anza-Borrego is fullofthem,for instance. It might help to
 
know aboutsome principles ofpoesy such as how to divide lines and an understanding
 
offigurative language. But one's response to the poem is going to be greatly affected
 
by how much empathythe reader shares with the dreamer in the poem. And Moffett
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 - explains'bow the.emotionaland Mtellectijal mmds/intertwine,cognitivelyto create' ■ 
■ 	 knowledge. 'He says, many ofoBr-.'Glasses'and.'concepts'are irrational, private,and 
iinmTOdons''1'TeachiTig the TJriiv. 21),wMch suggeststhat we-will,ofcourse,not;all; ­
react-iii-thesame way,to the same-material,eitheHntelectually nor affectively, i&d: ■ 
Fromalater point ofview,one categorizes and interprets events,partly in 
■the .light ofnew information received in the interim. But most ofall,- the : , - ' 
detaiis of aparticular-seene 'stick' because they become assimiatedto: ; ■ 
- similar -detaEs from other scenes remote,intime from that one. The iiiidiig ' 
. ofperceptions ofdifferent times andplaces toy ' 
(Teaching,the Univ.: 21) - : 
So Moffett is saying that knowledge is built by making connections, andpne/hiakes. ■ 
those connections withthe,heart as well as the intellect; and,he suggests,.It-hihk, what-; 
Klrby said, that the:two are inseparable fromone another in the thinking and teaming 
process-. TMs-is also supported by.Vygotsky who-says:: "Every idea- contains a: '. ' 
transmuted afectiveattitude toward the bft- ofrealityto.Viiiichh;refes'l-( Andjust ^ 
.as there is aneed for balanc© .Betweenthe- left brto andrightbrain, mtuitionandlogic, ' 
aiMioGiiseioaS:aiMi:uiiconsGiotts, undirected:thought; there is atieed tt^
 
-between the affective and'intellectual, Bleuler-eiqiiainsthe:paradox that as thinking .- ^
 
."becomes more andmore complex and differentiated, it becomes better adjusted to
 
extemalreality and less dependent on affects.'' :Yet, paraddxicaHy, ''...emo,tiorialiy ; 
■ 	 significmt events-Ofthe'past andprojectionto:the, future beeome moreiniluentiar ­
(qtd. inVygotsky 23), -So .for cognitive growth-to occur, there must be growthinboth 
■ ■ ■ - -t- ■ ' ■' ' - -^ ' ^ ■ '■" ■ 26 : ■ ■ 	 j 
areas. Furthermore,Bleuler adds: "Whenabalance betweenthesetwo modesof
 
inteiligence is lost,then we have either a pure dreamer,who lives infentastic
 
combinationsand disregards reality,or asober realist, who lives only inthe present
 
and does nottry to foresee thefuture" (qtd.in Vygotsky 23).
 
Once again acommontheme is repeated:that a balance is needed in learners,
 
people,and in our educationalsystem,as one considers the many dimensions there are
 
to a person and to the mind.Barry Sanders,for one,in A isfor Ox.asserts this need
 
for balance in alluding to Froebel's"philosophy ofharmonious development"in which
 
parents are encouraged to "think seriously aboutthe delicate balance among
 
intellectual, physical,and emotional growth"(207).
 
Asfor poetry's relationship to the logical/ affective mind:Bee Cullinan,an
 
education retailer who endorsesthe use ofpoetry materials in the schools,says:
 
"Poetryfeedsthe heart as wellasthe mind. The most effective reading and writing
 
programs have a strong poetry component,and the value showsup in children's
 
language arts skills. Butit doesn't stop there. Poetry enrichesteaching in every area
 
ofthe curriculum"(2). Notonly is the affective important in developing the intellect,
 
but Cullinan claimsthat poetry hasthe abilityto develop skills acrossthe curriculum.
 
This claim will be exatnined in the next section ofthis paper,which discusseshow
 
poetry is particularly valuable in teaching for,and integrating the multiple intelligences.
 
John Stuart Mills gives anendorsementfor poetry use acrossthe curriculum in his
 
essay,"Whatis Poetry?" when he states:
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The word'poetry'importssomething quite peculiar in its nature;
 
something which may exist in what is calied prose as well as in verse;
 
something which does not evenrequire the instrument ofwords,but can
 
speak through the other audible symbols called musicalsounds,and even
 
through the visible ones which are the language ofsculpture,painting,and
 
architecture—allthis,we believe,is and must be felt,though,perhaps
 
indistinctly, by all upon whom poetryin anyofits shapes produces miy
 
impression beyond that oftickling the ear. (1051)
 
Mills,in defining poetry,alludesto at least three^easofcurriculum:language,music,
 
and art. Likewise,Howard Gardner in FramesofMind gives usatheory about what
 
constitutes intelligence that challenges anassumptionthat has operated in education
 
for along time. He also explainsthe mind ofa poetina way that corroborates whatI
 
have written about poetry already:that it worksin morethanone domainofthe mind.
 
Gardner challenges the notion ofone generalized intelligence,traditionally
 
expressed asI.Q.,and the way intelligence tests are given: "..intelligence tests rarely
 
assess skill in assimilating new information orin solving new problems" (18).
 
Furthermore,he says,not only are intelligence tests flawed because they don't assess
 
problem solving,but also:
 
While in theory the idea ofa single 'horizontal' problem-solving apparatus
 
is attractive,in fact the carefully selected problemsto wiiich it is said to
 
applyturn outto be disturbingly similar to one another. Thusthe claim
 
that we use the same problem- solving apparatus acrossthe board
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becomes vacuous. In fact,incommon with Piagetian psychology,nearly
 
all the problems'examined byinforroation-processing psychologists prove
 
to be ofthe logical-mathematical sort. (23)
 
In other words,generalized tests ofintelligence tend to test people in a narrow ways
 
that don't include the complete intelligence ofahmmnbeing.In addition,Gardner
 
challenges other dominant points ofview in education developed by researchers and
 
theorists,such asPiaget: "Piaget tells us little about creativity at the forefront ofthe
 
sciences,let alone aboutthe originality that is most prized in the artsor other realmsof
 
human creativity"(21). These statements claim that intelligence needsto be measured
 
io a different ways,and suggestthat the process ofeducation needsto be revised so
 
that it recognizes and values origiimlity and creativity. He arguesthatthere are a
 
number ofintelligences that coexistin humans both independently and
 
interdependently: "..the convictionthat there exist at leastsome intelligences,that
 
these are relatively independent of one another,and that they can be feshioned and
 
combined in a multiplicity ofadaptive waysby individualsand cultures,seemsto beto
 
be increasingly difficult to deny" (8-9). Gardner identifies seven intelligences:
 
linguistic,logic/mathematical, music,spatial,kinesthetic,interpersonal,and
 
intrapersonal.
 
It is worth noting that by saying intelligences can be"combined," Gardner
 
suggeststhat intelligences,though independent,do not work in isolation. Others have
 
followed Gardner's work into the idea that students with different strengths learn best
 
in those domains,and should,perhaps,be allowed and encouraged to use these
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 domainsto build knowledge.CharlesFowler says,in citing Gardner; "Allpeople's
 
minds are quite different,.and education should maximize eachpersqn'sov^
 
intellectual potential"(45). Also,Bruce Pirie,in arguing that students can and do learn
 
kinestheticaUy,says,"After all, life experience comesto usin manyforms,and the
 
strongest learners are those with many waysofknowing"(46). According to Harold
 
Taylor,who refiites the idea that the arts have secondaryimportance in education:
 
whenschools develop the artistic intelligences,they"open upthe mind and nourishthe
 
sensibilities"(qtd.in Fowler).
 
Gardner's theory is wellknownin educationtoday,and it works well with the
 
cross-curricular paradigm that saysthat divisions between subject areas are somewhat
 
false or inhibit the natural learning patterns ofstudents,ascontent areassuch as math,
 
F.nglish^ history,and science blend into one another. For instance,career
 
mathematiciansspend two thirds oftheir time writing,and scientists may have to use
 
mathematics.Educators,then,in recent years,have been seeking waysto integrate
 
curriculum from diverse content areas. Poetry isone activity that can accomplish this
 
readily. Children's poet Mary Ann Hobermansupportsthis well withthis statement:
 
I would like to see poetry read every single day. Make it a daily routine or
 
■ ■ event. I'd connect it with all kinds ofother things they are studying. For 
example,in myown work, 'Bugs'could be used in science class.Poems
 
can be used everywhere. Thisis partofthe wholelanguage philosophy
 
where you cross-fertilize ideas. Poetry is both subtle and simple;often it
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can get different concepts across very effectively, (qtd.in Speaking of
 
Poets58).
 
Poetry,because ofits reliance on language,is linguistic in nature. About poetry,
 
Gardner says,'Tascination with language,technical facifity with words,rather than
 
desire to expressideas,are hallmarks ofthe future poet"(76-77). Atthe sametime,
 
because ofits roots in orality and kinship with sound,it is also closely related to
 
music: "The poet must have keen sensitivity to phonology,the soundsofwords and
 
their musicalinteractions upon one another. The central metricalaspects ofpoetry
 
clearly depend up on this auditory sensitivity,and poets have often noted their reliance
 
on auralproperties" (Gardner 75). It also involvesasortofmathematical sense when
 
one considersform and meter. Furthermore,logic is employed as poets relate ideasto
 
one another,and deliberately cross up or challenge ideasthroughjuxtapositions and
 
inversions. Again,in the wordsofGardner: "Eliot once observed that the logic of
 
the poet is assevere,though differently placed,asthe logicofa scientist. He also
 
noted that the arrangement ofimagery requiresjust as muchfundamentalbrainwork as
 
the arrangementofan argument" (76).
 
It would appear that poetry drawsfrom all subject areas and intelligences,
 
potentially. WhileIhave discussed musical,logkal-mathematic,and linguistic
 
intelligences,consider this statement by children's poet Arnold Ardoff: "Those who
 
are interested in whatIdo need to go back to French imagists and someofthe
 
constractivist painters and sculptors ofthe early 1900s. I'm probably more influenced
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byskyscrapersand great city pile ofbrick and steelthanIam bypoets creating inthe
 
halcyon days ofthe 1920's ascummings did" (Copeland 5).
 
Anexample ofa student poem from oneofmyclasses that incorporates music
 
with language is asfollows:
 
Wethe Musicians
 
Atthe beginning oflife
 
At birth that is
 
We are welcomed by music
 
A rhythm ofjoy and happiness
 
Throughout life
 
Therhythm ofthe best has continually changed
 
Fromaracy guitar sound
 
To a hip hop underground
 
Onto a mellow sax doing a solo act
 
Revealing what goes around...comes around
 
Notknowing thatthe bodyis an orchestra
 
The mind the conductor
 
...And the emotions are the melodies oflife
 
We continue to play the game
 
Knowing that each willnot bethe same
 
and every rhythm played twice is a wasted note
 
A wasted note isa wasted song
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A wasted song is aw^ted life.
 
~Floran Sulit
 
Aside from the play with language demonstrated bysome figurative language,one is
 
aware in reading this poem that the student is playing with sound and rhythm. The
 
- redundancyofthe firsttwo lines is a choice made by the writer,1 befieve, strictly on
 
the basis ofsound in the form ofrhythm. The second line starts the poem into a kind
 
ofswing that is easiest to here injuxtapositions like,"Fromaracy guitar sound/To a
 
hip hop underground." In these lines we hear the alliteration in hip and hop,and have
 
the same number ofsyllables in eachto line to complimentthe end rhymed "sound"
 
and"underground.." Another student poem that demonstrates how poetry integrates
 
content areas is a poem called "Flesh" bySalmaBaqai,which,I believe,was inspired
 
by an anatomylesson:
 
SUky,soft,
 
smooth,
 
covers every inch
 
Others have
 
lumpy,bumpy,
 
crinkled,wrinkled,
 
flesh.
 
Imagine us
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without this cover up.
 
Our blood would
 
drain out
 
Muscles bare
 
Germsto
 
crawlinside
 
the bare.
 
Whatan ugly
 
sight,revealing our true insides.
 
Open,
 
broken,
 
atoken ofcommotion.
 
Ourorgans
 
all exposed
 
to tilings
 
we might wantto close
 
Ourtoes,
 
our nose,
 
would not be a pretty
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sight.
 
What would we do
 
without our
 
beautifijl,
 
waterproof,
 
keratin
 
rich protection?
 
The writer demonstrates her knowledge ofthe purpose and functionofskin(science)
 
and scientific terminology;germs,organs,keratin;combined with an ear for music:
 
"Open,broken,atoken ofcommotion"is anexample ofrhyme,as is"lumpy,
 
bumpy,/crinMed,/wrinkled;wth,ofcourse,the linguistic,in the sense that Salma was
 
able to convey her ideathrough words,to namethree ofGardner's intelligences
 
employed. I would argue,too,thatsome sort oflogical-mathermticalintellgence is
 
found in her arrangement ofwords,lines,and stanzas. For instance,her first stanza
 
orientates usto her subject,the second compares differenttypesofskin,while the
 
third asks,the reader to consider a possibility. These stanzas represent a logical
 
progressionthat is similar to the sortoflogic one mightemploy in solving a
 
mathematical word problem,or coming up with a reason whyan experiment in science
 
hasturned out the waythat it has.
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Abook that demonstrates beautifully the multiple intelligences present in poetry is
 
Langston Hughes'sTheBook ofRhvthms. Hetalks aboutthe musical dimension of
 
the arts and poetry assomething that is basic to human life: "Thousandsofyearsago
 
mentransferred the rhythm ofthe heartbeat into a drumbeat,and the rhythm ofmusic
 
began"(6).Hughesseesrhythm all around him,in squiggled lines, water,rocking
 
chairs, bird flight,the first dayofschool. Asfor rhythm in poetry: "Rhythm is very
 
much a partofpoetry. Maybethat is becausethe first poemswere songs. In ancient
 
Greece poets made up words and tunes at the same time. In the Middle Ages bards
 
and troubadourssang their first poems"(25).
 
Furthermore,Gardner refersto two additional intelligences as interpersonal and
 
intrapersonal:interpersonalbeing the ability to get along with others;and
 
intrapersonal,the ability to know oneself. Daniel Golemanconcurs in his book
 
EmotionalIntelligence,again challenging the emphasisonI.Q.and logical-mathematic
 
and linguistic intelligence. While acknowledging that traditionalI.Q.doe have some
 
validity asanindicator ofsuccess,he feels,like Gardner,that it has been
 
overgeneralized: "There are widespread exceptionsto the rule thatIQ predicts
 
success—many(or more)exceptionsthan cases thatfit the rule. At best,IQ
 
contributes about20 percent to the factors that determine life success,which leaves80
 
percentto other forces" (34). For instance,he saysthat tests haveshownthat hope is
 
a better predictor ofsuccess than SAT scores(86). And hope,Goleman points out,
 
and other desirable emotionalconditions,are determined in part byaperson's abilityto
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manage one's emotions: "The goalis balance,not emotionalsuppression:every feeling
 
has its value and significance"(56).
 
It should seem reasonable,for anyone femiliar with poetry,to understand that
 
poetry is a wayto expressthe sad and woefulas wellasto celebrate beauty and
 
happiness. It seems,then,that poetiy would be a good vehicle in which to develop
 
one's emotionalintelligence. Goleman supports this:."Some ofus are naturally more
 
attuned to the emotional mind's special symbolic modes:metaphor and simile,along
 
with poetry,song,and feble,are all cast in the language ofthe heart"(54). Once again,
 
wesee in particular,an allusionto the power ofmetaphor and simile,figurative
 
language being closely associated with the art ofpoetry.
 
Anexampleofa student who used poetryto deal withthe death ofher mother is a 
good example ofwhat Goleman is talking about when he says thatthe emotionally 
intelligent don't"suppress"howthey feel. ■ I have had numerousteachers about gifted 
students who frustrated us because they were able to deal with class material 
intellectually,but it usually stayed along wayfrom themselves and their lives. The 
following poem was written by one ofmystudents as her mother's cancer advanced 
into late stages,and represents,I think,accomplishmentofboththe intellectualand 
affective intelligences: 
The Loss
 
Mom,
 
Your hair,
 
Black,white,gray:
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Zebra hair.
 
Your hair
 
Inscribed inthe soap bar.
 
Your hair
 
Inthe bathtub
 
Like worms after the rain,
 
On the sidewalk,
 
Drying in the sun.
 
Dying.
 
Your hair
 
Shed among the furniture
 
And on your sweater
 
And on myt-shirt.
 
No! Stay outofthe kitchen.Mom!
 
Idon't want hair in ray sandwich
 
Oron mydinner plate.
 
Just sit downand take your pills
 
Or go take a nap.
 
Please get outofmy way:
 
I have to clean.
 
Hair alwaysonthe floor-

Alwayshave to vacuum,.
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Alwayshave to clean,have to dust,have to wash
 
Hair
 
Awayfromthis house.
 
I shouldn't complain
 
Iknow it's not your fault,
 
■ Mom. 
It's the radiation.
 
To make you better.
 
To cure your illness
 
In your head.
 
To rid youofyour braintumor.
 
But you and I know that
 
Chemotherapy,
 
Radiation
 
And medication
 
Will not really be the end of
 
Your cancer.
 
Ilook in your eyes,
 
Hazeleyes.
 
Dark with partial death,
 
Yet half-alive with smiling tears.
 
Ilook in those eyes
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' And we..bothimderstaiidtto /
 
,; Death is tte 
. ■ Theperfect.' : , 
; Cure. ; , , / 
. And nausea . 
, And fatigue 
■ Andhair loss.;.:;; .v 
■ Are just restilts-of a mortal attempt,, 
/ , ■ Here on earth. 
; With your sufFering..' 
A^ 
.And::poison you with chemicals: ■ 
. . But ail we.can.really do is. : ' , ­
' [ ' :WA ' ■ 
.' Andobserve your .loss. 
'-V' ' . ■ Ofhair, .t . • : : 
^ Your loss . . . 
■ofiife,y' ■ 
' A^ 
y ■ ■ ' y : • ■ As you 
■ -:v 'i:Bennetf.32-B4^^'; 
4Q 
Beth's mother died at the end ofthe school year,and she shared this poem in class
 
before her mother died. Manyofher classmates attended the funeral Goleraan
 
speculatesonhow apoem like thiscanempower its writer by explaining that"By
 
putting sensory details and feelings into words,presumably memories are brought
 
more under controlofthe neo cortex"(212). He also explains that: "The emotional
 
brain is highly attuned to symbolic meanings and to the mode Freud called the'primary
 
process':the messagesofmetaphor,story, myth,the arts. This avenue is often used in
 
treating traumatized children. Sometimes art can open the wayfor children to talk
 
about a momentofhorror that they would not dare speak ofotherwise" (212). So
 
while some people would say that poetry writing can be"good therapy," based on
 
whatthese diverse voices are saying about human developmentand the mind,it can
 
also prove significant in termsofcognitive and personal progress. InBeth's case,
 
poetryfunctioned asa bridge between herfeelings and thoughts;it employed linguistic
 
and musicalintelligences in the selection ofsound and words. It is really the work ofa
 
whole person employing many partsofherselfto complete a whole statement of
 
thought and feeling.
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Chapter Five
 
Moving One Poetry Assignment ThroughLevels ofAbstraction
 
In this next sectionofthis paper,Iwould like to examine how one might use
 
poetry as a system in order to advance learners from simple literacy to increasing
 
abstraction,and how particular stepsin the writing process relate to the discussion of
 
developmentI have already covered. It is Moffett who I quoted earlier as saying that
 
poetry coversthe whole cognitive range,fromthe simple and concrete,to the abstract
 
and complex. This gives poetry flexibility as a learning toolthat enables one to employ
 
it in a variety ofsituations and for a variety ofpurposes. Also,ofcourse,asateacher,
 
it is necessary to understand how the poetry is being used,and to check for learning.
 
Otherwise students maybe engaged in writing poetry that does not offer the cognitive
 
value the instructor is looking for. I will illustrate how poetry can be used at different
 
levels ofdifficulty in two ways:First,byshowing how one single writing assignment
 
advancesthrough degrees ofdifficulty and higher level thinking from the beginning of
 
the writing processto the end;and secondly,to illustrate differenttypes ofpoetry and
 
assignments that illustrate different levels ofdifficulty.
 
Regarding the first aim.PoetLeeHopkins states, "I alwaysfound that poetry
 
wasa wonderful vehicle for children,and in partfor slower readers,because poems
 
are usually short,the vocabulary is usually simple, andI maintainthat sometimes more
 
can be said and felt in eight or ten or twelve lines than in an entire novel" (qtd.in
 
Copeland 76-77). Reflecting on Hopkins statement,I would sayI have used more and
 
more poetry in the classroom at Victor Valley High Schoolin part becauseI have
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always had a sizable portion oflow ability studentsin my classes,and poetry is short
 
and easyto work with. I have found the following statement by Karla Kuskin to be
 
particularly true as well when dealing with lower ability high school students: "Poetry
 
should welcome youthrough its wonderful words and rhythmic language and
 
wonderfulsounds. It shouldn't be intimidating. It shouldn't,in any way,keep you out
 
(qtd.in Copeland 38). When sharing poetry with less able students,I believe,the
 
poetry should be easy to understand in terras ofboth contentand theme. Sonnets
 
don't work for the most part,especially ifyou wantthe studentsto write poetry using
 
the poemsread in class asexamples. Rather,Ichoose free verse like thefollowing
 
poem by JamesMoore from 25 MinnesotaPoets#2:
 
ThatSummer
 
Sometimes we played tennis,
 
sometimes we sat inthe dustand planned our birthdays.
 
I wasin love with the blonde one.
 
How many evenings we saton the porch
 
and dusk handed over the dark
 
to allofus kicking our legs under the swing.
 
The horse we pretended to ride were really bicycles.
 
Butthe love wastruly love.
 
Whoever we are now
 
we once walked the white line ofthe tenniscourt
 
one after the other with our arms held outfor balance. The brick streets were ours!
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O,the thick shadowsofthose elms.
 
No other childhood is possible.,
 
It is too late to change the name
 
onthe gravestone ofa single leaf. (194)
 
Aside from some nice imagery and metaphor,I like to dwellon lines like"whoever we
 
are now"and "the love wastruly love"to get studentsto think about the purity and
 
innocence ofchildren,and the dangers they face in becoming adultsoflosing their
 
identities to something false,or perhaps in taking an identity that might not be real. In
 
any case,there isn'ta person alive who doesnt have achildhood memory to connect
 
Moore'spoem to,and to write about themselves. It is apoem that iscommonto
 
human experience.Moreover,the free verse format allows students to play with
 
language and utilize their own speech,without having to strainfor high level diction or
 
accommodaterhyme schemesor meter. Yet,the students are asked to form their
 
poemsthe way Moore does by eliminating unnecessary words,listening to the rhythm
 
oftheir voices,and paying attention to the waytheyend and begin their lines.
 
Another poemfromthe same book thatI use with high schoolstudents is called
 
"RobertZimmerman,Where Are You?"by Margaret Hasse. Although most students
 
today aren't likely to have RobertZimmerman,that isBob Dylan,asa hero,many
 
students do have afamous person theylook upto,or perhapsan older relative or
 
friend. Also by Hasse is a poem called"High SchoolBoyfriend" which is about
 
meeting her old boyfriend twenty years later in the smalltownshe grew upin while
 
getting gasfor her car. These are ail poemsthatI believe are close to the students
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consciousness,having to do with love,the future,heroes,childhood,growing up.
 
And,cognitively,selecting poemsthat are closeto student experience is sound,too,as
 
Piaget says; "Experience formsthought,and thoughtforms experience"(qtd.in
 
Vygotsky 51). In any case,they all have easy vocabulary,1 think,and yet ail contain
 
creative imaginative poetic language stated as allusions,metaphor,simile,and with
 
creative imagery,such asthese lines from"High SchoolBoyfriend":
 
Parking in breezy nights,
 
in cars,floating passageways,
 
we are tongue and tongue like warm cucumbers.
 
(Hasse 167)
 
The cucumber image is one that elicits fromthe class giggles,smiles,questions,alert
 
silence,and discussion.
 
These poems are accessible,and having students write poemsin free verse about
 
heroes,loves,and childhood need not be difficult cognitively. Onthe other hand,
 
writing agood poemin free verse is not easy work,and it may require a great dealof
 
cognitive work. AspoetLee Hopkinssays,"Writing is easy. Rewriting is hard"(qtd.
 
in Copeland 81). And Arnold Ardoffclaimsthat he can write seventy-five drafts while
 
working onapoem,and he usually does abouttwenty drafts ofeach poem (qtd.in
 
Copeland 3). No doubtthere is a great dealofproblem solving and cognitive workin
 
the kind ofeffort these professional writers put into finishing a poem. So teachers may
 
be advised to start an assignment ona lower difficulty level cognitively,and then work
 
for more abstraction throughthe writing process. Asone progressesthrough
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prewriting,writing,and revision,consciousness and higher order thinking are likely to
 
advance as well. Students oftentimes won't be inclined to rework their writings,so
 
the writing process may be advanced through a varietyofstrategies. For instance,
 
studentscan be asked to revise one another poems,instead oftheir own,for afresh
 
look at their work. Or,students can simply be askedto write theirownthoughts and
 
questions about another's poem. These sort ofactivities can encourage reflection on
 
the part ofthe writer.
 
An example ofhow to do this in steps is asfollows. Myexplanations are both
 
detailed and generalenoughto offer applicationsto a variety ofdifferent situations.
 
First,the instructor shares a poem or poemsto the class that are accessible to them
 
and close to theirown personalexperience. Joseph Tsujimoto recommendsthat
 
students are given more thanjust one example ofpoems: "Paradoxically,giving
 
students manyexamples,by both students and adults,can encouragethe writer of
 
original poetry. Originality can best be realized through freedomofchoice,which
 
becomes meaningful only when one is aware ofmany options" (10).
 
Secondly,discuss the poem,its features,ideas and themes,unusual
 
characteristics,and allow the students to respondto it in any waythey choose. This
 
will hopefully not only getthe studentsthinking and feeling,but it should bring them
 
to reflect on their own life e^qperience as it relates to the poem. Also,during this stage
 
the student may start to become aware ofthe poemas an example or modelofapoem
 
they might write themselves. Anexample is a kind ofscaffold,that is aform of
 
support that helps students go from the unknown to theknown(O'Keefe 51)and is
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essentialto learning. To many students,the form ofa poemis not something they can'
 
visualize, but examples give them a visual model.
 
Third,involve the students in prewriting having to do withthe theme ofthe
 
example. For instance,list all the people you have admired. Or write abouta strong
 
childhood memory you have. Through step three,it is importantto avoid any difficult,
 
conscious cognitive work ifyou want your studentsto be successful. Prewriting can
 
consistoflists, clusters,or quick writes. Butstudents should notbe presented with a
 
problem to solve. Or,let me qualify,ifthey have a problem to solve,it is usually not •
 
best to fece it directly in the case ofcreative writing and discovery. AsPeter Elbow
 
says:
 
Ifyou wantto get people to be remarkably insightful,try askingthemthe
 
hard question and then saying,'Don'tdo any carefulthinking yet,just write
 
three orfour stories or incidents that cometo mind in connection with that
 
question;and then,do some fast exploratory freewriting. Itturns outthat
 
such unplanned narrative and descriptive exploratory writing (or
 
speaking)will almost invariably lead the person spontaneouslyto
 
formulate conceptualinsights that are remarkably shrewd." (Embrac.
 
Contr. 56)
 
It is worth noting thatthoughno serious consciousthought has necessarily taken
 
place,the writer,may,nonetheless"spontaneously"create "conceptualinsight"that is
 
significant,and even brilliant. Earlier in this paper Elbow's term for this was"first
 
order thinking,"and Moffett called it"unconscious"thought,while acknowledging
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that thistype ofthinking could be high order cognitive work. It wasalso Moffet who
 
said,however,that both consciousness and abstraction are needed for cognitive
 
growth and development,and that one promotesthe other. Step four then,would be
 
to write the poem,using the prewriting,or first order writing asthe raw materialfor
 
the writing. Atthis point the writer is definitely presented with conscious problem
 
solving. He must attempt to create a poem,and likely,apoem ofhisownthat bears
 
some kind ofrelationship to another admired example. Asforthe use ofexamples,
 
Vygotsky claims that imitation is "indispensable." He states that through imitation,
 
and with adult intervention,a studentcan achieve more than she could on her own.
 
Step number five,for the teacher who wants students to advance cognitively,
 
should involve revision and/or peer editing. AsElbow says: "What most heightens
 
critical awarenessis'coming back'to atext and reseeing"(Embracing 58). Bylooking
 
at a text again and seeing it with new eyes,one is involved in reflection and
 
metacognition. One may analyze what one has done well,remove or change or bring
 
together disparate elementsofthe poem. Tsujimoto sees revision asconcerned with
 
three elements: diction,"compression," which involves eliminating words,phrases,and
 
stanzas;and developmentand extension,which involves adding words,lines,and ideas
 
to the poem to make it complete(24-25).
 
Revision,then,involves elaboration. Moffett sees elaboration asan involved
 
cognitive activity:
 
"Elaboration is the flowering ofan idea;seed differentiates into stem,root,
 
leaves,and blossoms~ allofwhich comefrom within. Elaboration is
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 - unfolding a given, whether the givenis an objectto be descriptively
 
detailed,assummary ofaction to be filled in,a statement to be
 
exemplified,or a premisefrom which corollaries are to be deduced."
 
(Pet.Growth 13)
 
Incidentally,when it comesto revision,onecommonproblemthatteachers have is
 
getting students to truly revise their work. Peter Elbow recommendslearning revision
 
by working onsomeone else's paper(Writing WithPower 23).
 
Step six is to share a poem with an audience. To publish. This,too,can lead to
 
discovery. Hearing one's wordsinstead ofreading them;the response ofothersto
 
your writing—these experiences will lead to new waysofseeing. This is also an
 
important step for children or students when literacy,rather than high level thinking
 
skills, is the focus. Sanders says,"...true reading and writing have deep,telluric
 
connections that run back to speaking and listening"(200).And:
 
Withoutafull experience in orality a person cannot truly embrace an
 
animating and invigorating literacy. Orality is the armature,the
 
framework,on which literacy takes its particular shape and fills out its
 
contours. Orality makessocialand emotionaldevelopment possible....
 
Young people thustalk themselves into a whole and consummate life:
 
they hear outloud how they feel. Without practice in speaking and telling
 
stories, withoutthejoy ofplaying with language ~ which includes telling
 
afew lies-youngsters quite literally self-destruct. It is notjust that they
 
have a weakened sense ofself, but that without the formative power of
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knguage,the inner life never fills out and takes shape. Thatleaves
 
nothing,no substance,for literacy to embrace. (34)
 
Also,G.Gagert says: "I believe when children perform such poemsthey experience a
 
kind ofdramatic therapy"(qtd.in Cullinan 13).
 
Step seven would include the use ofaportfolio. A portfolio is a body ofstudent
 
work saved byeach student. Portfolios,among other things,require and encourage
 
studentsto go back and rethink whatthey have done. Instead ofdoing apoem,once
 
for a teacher,the student retains the poem,and is encouraged to go back and revise
 
the poem atalater date. Portfolios promote the kind ofthinking spoken ofin this
 
statement by Elizabeth Ashton:'
 
Mostofthe best researchon cognitive developmentsuggests that it is
 
extremelyimportant to create situations in which students mustthink
 
about their ownthinking,reflect on the waysin whichtheyleam and why
 
theyfail to leam....It's clear thatthe more students are awareoftheirown
 
learning processes,the more likely they are to establish goalsfor then-

education and the more deeply engaged they are inthose processes. (103)
 
In a portfolio students reflect on their work,select writings,revise whatthey have
 
already worked on,and synthesize disparate elements into wholes. Students maydo
 
these activities individually,orthey may do while receiving responses on their work
 
from peers,parents,or their instructor. It promotesthe kind ofself-awareness and
 
metacognition that Elizabeth Ashton is talking about. Karen Mills-Courts and Minda
 
Rae Amiran praise the metacognitive benefitsofportfolios from their experience at a
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New York College. Theyexplain whythey chose to use portfolios in part with this
 
statement;
 
our students were not approaching their ownlearning consciously
 
enough and were operating muchtoo often on unexamined basic
 
assumptions aboutthe learning process and the content involved in that
 
process. Wefound them to be too disengaged and passive to use
 
information in analytical,creative,and productive ways. We believe that
 
those weaknesses are not confined onlyto our program,but are typicalof
 
postsecondary education in general. (102)
 
Again,they repeat acommontheme:that students are too passive,and that they don't
 
actively"use"knowledge enough. To counter this,the authors used creative writing
 
course with	portfolios:
 
Ourcourses,from first to last,are designed to encourage students'
 
sensitivity to language,to develop their abilityto articulate their thinking
 
and feelings as precisely and powerfiiUy as possible,and to increase their
 
analytical skills and their ability to be self-conscious,reflexive thinkers.
 
Certainly such aims will make atalented poeta better poet,maybeeven
 
help that student become an extraordinary poet,butthe aims are designed
 
primarily to teach all students,notjust the gifted.(105)
 
It is worth noting that Courtsand Amiran are notonly talking aboutthe benefits of
 
portfolios in this context,but also that ofpoetry. The poetry presumably gets the
 
studentsinvolved in their work,and the portfolios promote reflection. Specifically
 
aboutthe reflexive portfolio aspect oftheir poetry writing,the authorsreportthat the
 
students"are being asked to think critically at all times...they must analyze,evaluate,
 
synthesize,reach conclusions..."(1060.)
 
A way synthesis can be used in a portfolio is explained in the Kirby text. The
 
authors discussDanRuby'suse ofmemoir,but this concept could certainly be adapted
 
for poetry. Kirby starts out by"throwing out"ideasfor exploration rather than
 
assigning topics. In the case ofpoetry,that would involve giving the students many
 
examples,and many different kindsofpoetry. Then,in the case ofmemoir: "The
 
serious work oninvention begins whenDanasks his studentsto sort through then-

portfolios and select three orfour particularly strong pieces and weavethem together
 
to form a memoir.The tough,creative work is in flnding a scheme for weaving the
 
short pieces into a seamless whole" (145). In the case ofpoetry,students could be
 
asked to go through their portfolios and lookfor some commonalityon whichto base
 
an anthology on. Examplescould be Neruda'sQdaEiementalesin which he praises
 
the basic matterofthe universe,such asa pile offirewood,anorange,and a pair of
 
socks he received for a present. Or perhapsthey would put together a series of
 
memorypoems,narrative poems,or surreal poems. Or the studentscould go back and
 
examine key metaphors,and analyze whatthese say aboutthemselves,their work,and
 
their thinking. Other ideas would include poemsin varying formatsaboutrelatives,
 
places one has beento,or unusiral people one has met. In any case the portfolio
 
would cause the writerto reflecton her writings andto come up withsome sortof
 
insight into them asa collection;to choose fromthe writings;to revise poems;and to
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write new poemsto complete the collection. Again,in the Kirby text,they quote D.N.
 
Perkins as saying: "Creativity —the mind's best work—involvesno specialprocesses,
 
just special purposesto marshalfemiliar operations like noticing,remembering,
 
looking harder,judging,doing,undoing,problem-finding and—above all—selecting"
 
(16). The portfolio,I believe,givesa writer the"special purpose"Perkins refersto
 
here. And certainlythe operations that Perkins lists would be used in taking part ofa
 
portfolio and turning it into acollectionofpoetry.
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 Chapter Six
 
Different TypesofPoetry for Yaried Cognitive Levels
 
Now thatI have demonstrated how one poetry writing assignment,which is
 
seemingly simple at first,can lead the writer into more and more reflexive,conscious,
 
and criticalthinking,I will discuss how;different typesofpoetry can be used with
 
students at different cognitive levels. X.J.Kennedy,apoet who oftentimes writes for
 
children,says,"When kids first discover poetry ofany sort,usually in schoolthese
 
days,it's the ftmny stuffthey most enjoy. I would hope that nonsense verse might be
 
a vehicle to winkids over to deeper poetry later,(qtd.in Copeland 84)ShelSilverstein
 
gives students options in termsofhow to play with language:
 
Put Something In
 
Draw a crazy picture.
 
Write anutty poem.
 
Sing a mumble-gumble song.
 
Whistle through your comb.
 
Do aloony-goony dance
 
'Cross the kitchen floor.
 
Put something silly in the world
 
■ ■ . That aint beenthere,before.-(22). ■ ■ 
This is not myfavorite kind ofpoetry,perhaps,butI enjoythe language play~ 
especially in the nonsense work that remindsoneofDr.Seuss. But history hasshown 
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methat high schoolstudents respond wellto this type poetry --even honors and AP
 
students,or maybeI should say,especially honorsand AP students. Honorsand AP
 
students,being the most disciplined ofthe studentsI see each day,like to play like
 
anyone else. Perhapsthey get less opportunityto do so. In any case,I have seen
 
advanced students getting carried awayby humorous verse,like Shel Silverstein's,on 
-morethan one occasion.- - j - ■ 
Another type ofpoetry thatis simple and very accessible and lends itselfwellto
 
humor is a list poem. A list poem is written much like a shopping list, with a series of
 
itemsthat are all.somehow related. In a list poem,though,the poet,uses word.and:,line
 
order to create humor,meaning,irony,paradox,and anything else literary or poetic.
 
The following list poem was written by ajunior named Trudy Carlson,after she heard
 
mypoem"WomenYouShould Be Afraid Of read aloud. She inturn read this poem
 
aloud in frontofan audience at anevening poetry event at our school:
 
GuysTo Stay AwayFrom
 
Dirty guys
 
Smelly guys
 
Dirty smelly guys
 
Guys who wear tight pants and cowboy boots
 
Enough hair to hide large animals in guys
 
MetaUica,Van Halen, White Snake guys
 
Large guys who sweat more than seems humanly possible
 
Guys who weartoo much make-up
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Guys who don't know how to put on make-up
 
PamelaLee loving guys
 
Guysin bands going nowhere
 
Overindulged egosfor no apparent reason guys
 
Chris Lopezguys
 
Short guys(for their own safety reasons)
 
Large,pink,balding,winking,drooling guys who hang out in front ofliquor stores
 
Guys with boyfriends
 
Guys who are prettier than me
 
SnottyPukey guys
 
Guys who lick up disgusting things for money
 
Been around the block and then some guys
 
Guyswho blame it onPMS
 
Bitchier than me guys
 
Pillsbury Doughboy guys
 
Going on his fifth year in high schoolguys
 
Endless supplyofrude comments guys
 
Guys who hate allfemale singers
 
Intimidated by me guys .
 
Guysin high schoolwho act their age
 
Larger chest than me guys
 
The guy who worksthe register at Thrifty
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Guyswho yell
 
Guys who hit
 
No sense ofhumor guys
 
No sense ofromance guys
 
No sense ofShakespeare guys
 
Guys without talent(drinking doesn't count)
 
Nicotine inhaling guys
 
Chemically dependent guys
 
Whiny guys
 
Gynecologist guys
 
Proctologist guys
 
Guys who dont wash their hands
 
Suicidalguys
 
Homicidalguys
 
Guys who hang out atthe skating rink in their spare time
 
Guys with too much gel
 
Guys who can't getthis poem
 
Who doesthat leave?
 
Trudy's poem,though simple inform,still has a number ofsophisticated features such
 
ashumorousjuxtapositions,irony,and meaningfulrepetition. Note the sophistication
 
ina line like,"Guysin high school who act their age." There is irony in that we expect
 
to hear,Thatdon't act their age." Trudy,then,slyly with this one line goesonto
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expand her satire to include mostofthe guys in high schoolasa partofher ever
 
growing list oftroublesome males. When a poet is dealing with irony,she is dealing
 
onan abstract level,since irony deals with double meanings-and comparisons
 
between what is expected and what is actually said. Getting irony requires that one is
 
able to holdtwo different meaningsofastatement at the sametime,and to compare
 
them. Much like metaphor,there is a kind ofconnection being made between different
 
statements,situations,and/or meanings.
 
Another type ofpoetry that is very accessible,but tends to be more serious,is
 
whatI calla descriptive poem. Students are asked to look at something in a new way
 
and create unusualimages. The emphasis is not on sound orform,butonimagery.
 
On seeing something exactly,or seeing something in an unconventional way. For
 
example,these lines in Robert Ely's"Driving toward the Lac QuiParle River:
 
"Iam driving;it is dusk;Minnesota,
 
The stubble field catches the last growth ofsun.
 
Thesoybeans are breathing on all sides."(45)
 
In these lines,Ely suggests an acute eye with"The stubble field catches the last
 
growthofsun," with boththe detailas wellasthe personification. This personification
 
is continued into the next line with soybeans that are said to be"breathing." The
 
unique waythatthe author perceives his subjects ina descriptive poem creates an
 
unspoken meaning. In this case,Elyseems to suggestthat the plant life shares a state
 
ofawareness with him,the waythat,say,allofcreation is said to praise God in biblical
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literature,-and plants and animals are ascribed a humanawareness insome native
 
American works.
 
A poem that is very similar to a descriptive poem,but is more explicit in its
 
meaning,is a reflective poem. Because a reflective poem requires explicitness as to its
 
meaning,it may be a step up cognitively for students.In a reflective poem,students
 
are asked not only to describe,butto contemplate asubject with an explicit statement.
 
For instance,RobertBly in"The Loon's Cry"says:
 
"Fromfar outinthe center ofthe naked lake
 
The loon's cry rose.
 
It wasthe cryofsomeone who owned very!ittle"(46).
 
Inthis case,Bly's third line is nota description,butrather a reflection onthe firsttwo.
 
William Carlos Williams poem aboutthe red wheelbarrow is example ofa wellknown
 
poem that is reflective in nature. As Moffett says in Pet.Growth.Writers"have to
 
make sense notofsomething someone else has abstracted,but ofthe matterthey
 
conjfront"(16),and,he says,no reality israw when we are conscious ofit: "A retinal
 
image,for example,is the body's equivalent ofthe artist's conception. So the sensory
 
impressions from which people abstract concepts are themselves abstractions"(17). In
 
other words,the processofreceiving information through the senses aboutthe world
 
around us is an abstractive process in itself. We mustlook through conceptions we
 
already have aboutthe subject being observed in orderto perceive it insome
 
meaningful way. The danger regarding thinking,however,would be that students
 
don't really look at their subjects,butjust replaytheir preconceived notionsofwhat
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they think they see. So the writing teacher musthave discussion and give examples
 
that show students how to look at something with a poet's freshness,in order for the
 
abstractionthat Moffett istalking aboutto take place. Inanycase,here isa reflective
 
poem by a student ofmine named Leah Gould:
 
Water
 
So clean.
 
So pure.
 
Sofew things
 
So true inthe world.
 
Silent power to mold mountains.
 
Serenely rocking you to sleep.
 
Slipping your cares away.
 
Singing to you its tales.
 
Slithering through every crack.
 
So sneaky,nothing canescape it.
 
Sounding like the bells ofheaven.
 
Some call it holy.
 
Silkily the river whispers into
 
the sea.
 
Shining in the sky the tears ofangels.
 
Scattering thefoodfor life.
 
Sorcery that controls existence.
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Leah not only observesand describes her subject,but her thinking and reflection are
 
evident in metaphorical lines like,"Slithering through every crack,/So sneaky/nothing
 
canescape it." She looks at water ina different kind ofway,byseeming to compare it
 
to a kind ofsnake or predator. Moreover,the unity ofimagessuggestsa developed
 
concept,in words like sorcery and holy and the snake imagery,suggesting the magical,
 
primeval,and supernatural qualities ofwater. Waterto her is not merely water-it is
 
something morethan that. And her metaphors,whentakentogether,add up to a
 
concept that goesbeyond mere association.
 
BarbaraDrake,in Writing Poetry discusses metaphor in achapter called
 
"Observation andImage,Meditation and Metaphor." She usesa prose passage called
 
"The world Eaters"about slime molds bya"writer-scientist" named Loren Eiseley to
 
illustrate how a writer or a poet moves naturally from observation to metaphor. Drake
 
says:
 
Eiseley mayfirst have arrived at this comparison by simply observing slime
 
molds. Whatdoesa slime mold look like? How does it behave? What
 
are the consequencesofits life cycle? Whenthese observations are used
 
in comparisonsinvolving human society,the writing becomes
 
metaphorical....this image-making faculty has always been the mark of
 
the poet.Homeris fullofsimiles,and it was Aristotle who first said that
 
metaphor was essentialto poetry and wasthe one thing that the poet
 
could not be taught.It's an intuitive perception ofsimilarities between
 
dissimilars. (42-43)
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In Drake's discussion a couple ofthings are evident:that reflection isa naturalresult of
 
observation,and that metaphor is a sign ofreflection. Moreover,asis stated by
 
Aristotle,the intuitive mind enables oneto make connectionsthat may be realized
 
later. So,observational and metaphorical poetry isakind ofpoetry that involves
 
discoveries and epiphanies. Because ofthis,poetry should work wellin science
 
classes. Students could be asked to write poemsto describe the sort ofactivity that
 
they observe. AsI mentioned earlier in this paper,spiral staircases, building blocks,
 
and the double helix are all scientific metaphorsthat are poetic to a degree because of
 
their use ofmetaphor.
 
I assert that metaphor,then,is the basis ofcognitive growth.It is William James
 
who says,"Geniuses are,bycommonconsent,considered to differ from ordinary
 
minds by an unusual development ofassociation by similarity"(344). The ability to
 
see relationships is essentialto thinking,asone does in building metaphors. James
 
elaborates by saying;
 
Reasoning is alwaysto attain some particular conclusion;or to gratify
 
some special curiosity. It not only breaksupthe datum placed before it
 
and conceives it abstractly;it mustconceive it rightlytoo;and conceiving
 
it rightly means conceiving it by that one particular abstract character
 
which leadsto the one sortofconclusion which is the reasoner's
 
temporary interestto attain."(336)
 
That is to say,when conceiving a metaphor,one must select the aspect or quality of
 
each partofthe comparisonthat bringsthetwo dissimilars together. This seeking out
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to make connections,and the selecting ofqualities,leadsthe creator ofmetaphorfrom
 
associationto selectionto abstraction.
 
There are plenty ofmodelsthata writing teacher can use in asking students to
 
write with metaphor. Tsujimoto in Teaching Poetry Writing to Adolescents lists an
 
"extended metaphor"poem asatype ofpoem he models and assigns. He asksthe
 
studentsto simply create a simile or a metaphor about his subject,and then to advance
 
that comparisonthrough the poemthrough imagery. A studentexample he gives,was
 
written by a seventh grader named HeidiLowrey:
 
The Mason
 
The poet is like a mason
 
He pours histhoughtonto the paper
 
Thensmoothsoutthe wrinkles
 
Thena child walksthrough the wetcement
 
• Making footprints that will soon harden
 
Forever inprinting your mind. (67)
 
Thistype ofpoem,because ofthe metaphor,requires significant cognition,I believe.
 
The only danger would be that students could speak in rote metaphorsor cliches,so
 
that they are really thinking,but rather merely repeating whatthey have heard from
 
others. In order to combatthis,teachers would be welladvised to take students out
 
into nature on field trips,and exposethemto many different creative-thinking poets. I
 
have,for instance,taken studentscamping at Joshua Tree NationalPark and at Anza
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Borrego,and giventhem poetry-writing assignments based on observation and
 
reflection.
 
Another type ofpoetry identified by Tsujimoto is what he labels a"paradox
 
poem." He gives the following assignment: "Write a poem illustrating a paradox. A
 
paradox is aseemingly self-contradictory statement that expresses a possible truth~
 
pointing ultimately to mystery"(78). It would be impossible,Ithink,to complete this
 
assignment withoutsome significant cognitive activity. Students mustfirst understand
 
whata paradox is,then be able to find something that is paradoxicalinthe world
 
around them. In Bloom'staxonomy,we would be talking about interpretation and
 
application. Yet,Tsujimoto offers this example jfrom a seventh grader:
 
Like referees
 
Watching each movethe other makes
 
Then blowing a whistle onthe defender
 
Forthe parents
 
Yet,they are an actor and an actress
 
For whenone is in pain
 
The other feels grieftoo
 
Tina Mines (79)
 
The concern with this sort ofassignment is that it would be difficult. One does not
 
usually find paradoxes bylooking for them;one stumblesuponthem. For this reason
 
it would be advisable to applyElbow's first order thinking and procedureson this
 
assignment. Or,this could be an assignmentthat is aided bythe use ofportfolio:
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students could go back through their writings at a later point in the course,looking for
 
a paradox,ora writing that might lead into something paradoxical. That would aEow
 
astudentto chance upona paradox without having to problem solve how to come up
 
with one in a single piece ofwriting.
 
For advanced students,there reaUy is a wide variety ofother poetryformsthat
 
involve cognitionand problem solving. Haiku,for example,requiresa kind of
 
compressionofboththe specific and the generalin veryfew words. One must
 
problem solve in order to find completeness,as in this poem by Basho:
 
Cormorant fishing:
 
how stirring,
 
how saddening. (29)
 
Other classicalformslend themselvesto problem solving and thus,cognition. Robert
 
Frost once said that writing poetry in free verse is like playing tennis withthe net
 
down,to which,a bright student ofmine named Kelvin Pittman,replied"Whatis
 
wrong with playing tennis withthe net down?" I agree with Pittman,and usuaUy
 
avoid much in the wayofprescriptive structures when assigning poetry. I don't want
 
form to getin front ofexpression. Nevertheless,apoem like Frost's"Nothing Gold
 
Can Stay" with it's iambicform and rhyme scheme could make agood modelfor an
 
advanced student. Likewise,a sonnetinvolves meter,iambic pentameter,and an
 
opening octave,which presentsaproblem,and aconcluding sestet,that respondsto
 
the problem in some way. The sonnetformat would challenge the student in termsof
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sound,form,and concept. An example ofa fairly accessible sonnet is "Sonnet" by
 
Tennyson:
 
Shetook the dappled partridge flecked with blood,,
 
And in her hand the drooping pheasant bare.
 
And by hisfeet she held the woolly hare.
 
And like a master painting where she stood.
 
Looked some new goddessofan English wood.
 
Nor could I find an imperfection there.
 
Nor blame the wanton act thatshowed so fair-

To me whatever freak she plays is good.
 
Hers is the feirest Life that breathes with breath.
 
And their still plumes an azure eyelids closed
 
Made quiet Death so beautifulto see
 
ThatDeath lent grace to Life and Life to Death
 
And in oneimage Life and Death reposed.
 
To make mylove anImmortality. (1099)
 
In order to write a sonnet,one would first haveto be exposed to enough sonnetsand
 
be able to comprehend whata sonnet is. In this case Tennyson is able to resolve the
 
problem ofhow ascene involving death could in some waybe beautiful. Sonnets
 
involve both a problem and a resolution. Then,the student writer would haveto again
 
apply that knowledge in developing hisown poem. This,ofcourse,is a very difficult
 
cognitive act. As Vygotskysays: 'The greatest difficulty ofall is the applicationofa
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concept,finally grasped and fonmilated onthe abstiactlevel,to'new concrete
 
situations that mustbe viewed in the abstract terms... The transition firom the abstract
 
to the concrete provesjust as arduousfor the youth asthe earlier transition fi-om the
 
concrete to the abstract"(142). In other words,the grasping;ofacdncept,by a student
 
in schoolis difficult, but not as difficult as attempting to apply that knowledge—atask
 
that isjust as hard as getting the concept inthe first place. So for astudentto read
 
and understand the conceptofwhat a sonnet is, is only halfwaythrough the difficult
 
cognitive work ofapplying it. Fortunately for the student in terms ofeffort,but
 
unfortunatelyfor the student intermsofgrowth,most teachers and professors do not
 
ask studentsto apply their knowledge by producing the type ofpoetry that is studied.
 
That isone ofthe mostimportant positions ofthis paper:that by not writing poetry,
 
by merely studying it, students are missing outon a great dealofpotentialcognitive
 
growth and personaldevelopment. Asallteachersknow,youlearn something better
 
when youteach it and have to explain it;I would assert that an even greater step is to
 
applyand use knowledge.
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Conclusion
 
In conclusion,the writing ofpoetry is a valuable learning experience because it
 
provides a bridge to notonly criticalthinking but also to the affective mind and to the
 
multiple intelligences. Not all types ofpoetry writing are the same,however. Though
 
unconscious spontaneous thinking has its value,conscious critical thinking can be
 
promoted through the use ofcertain type ofpoeticforms as well asthrough reflective
 
activities such as revision and portfolio. Poetry also fits wellinto today's educational
 
paradigm that stresses an interdisciplinary approach to learning,as well as an
 
acknowledgmentofthe multiple intelligences. Moreover,poetry enjoys unusual
 
pliability in classrooms in that it is at once a short,germane,and entertaining form of
 
literature for the less skilled;and a potentially abstract,concentrated genre for the
 
advanced. And,asLakoffand Johnson point out in Metaphors WeLive By.figurative
 
language,the foundation ofpoetry,is common to nonacademic life as well. They
 
state: "We have found...that metaphor is pervasive in every day life, notjust in
 
langrage but;iB thought and action. Our ordinary conceptualsystem,in termsof
 
which we both think and act,is fimdamehtaUy metaphoricalin ndture" (3). And as
 
our metaphors change with modernization and technology,Moffetsuggests we need
 
to develop the right brain more in orderto make sense ofit all-- something that can be
 
aided by poetry. And finally, because poetry,metaphor,and,language play are basic,
 
nonacademic endeavors,poetry offers usa toolto promote literacy in an age which is
 
becoming faster,more it,seems,year by year.
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